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linkedin.com/in/riley-garinger

PROFILE

I am a UX Designer with a strong
interest in discovering why
people do what they do. I first
became interested in this field
because of its approach to
tackling problems by
empathising with users and
generating solutions based on
research. This process allows
companies to provide solutions
for users by users. My
experience in customer service
makes me a strong UX designer
as it has allowed me to evaluate
users’ pain points and provide
solutions that align with the user
and the company.

EDUCATION

BrainStation  |  Diploma Candidate,
User Experience Design

SEP 2021 - JAN 2022, Remote

University of Texas  |   Bachelors in
Sociology, Minor Informatics

AUG  2016 -  MAY 2021,  AUSTIN, TX.

E X P E R I E N C E

Legal Assistant  |  Stavros & Kelly PLLC

JUL  2019 - 2020,  AUSTIN, TX

● Monitored 30+ cases at all times through organization, time
management and communication, resulting in meeting all deadlines

● Executed legal research, records reviews, drafted legal documents,
and trial preparation leading to complete preparedness of attorneys
for all trial cases

● Ensured efficient communication by acting as a liaison between
attorneys, court officers, and clients, resulting in the maximum
number of cases being processed, as well as increased revenue for the
company

Customer Service  |  Waterloo

JUL  2018 - 2020,  AUSTIN, TX

● Responded to customer calls and inquiries, including resolving
customer pain points, leading to overall customer satisfaction

● Empathised with customers and collaborated with team members to
provide all necessary products and services that would deliver the
ultimate family experience and customer satisfaction

● By improving listening skills and probing, I was able to pinpoint my
customers’ needs and make specific recommendations resulting in a
25% increase in sales from my first year

S K I L L S

Figma, Sketch, Adobe XD, InVision, Zeplin, Milanote, POP App, Google
Suite, Sketching, Wireframing, Research

P R O J E C T S

UX Designer  |  Revamp Clothing Co.

OCT 2021 - DEC 2021 (10 Weeks), BrainStation Capstone Project

● Through user research I designed an application that would help
potential users reduce their textile waste

UX Designer  |  BrainStation X Robinhood Hackathon

NOV 2021, BrainStation Industry Project

● Worked with other UX designers and Web Developers to design a
solution that helped Robinhood’s users navigate the world of crypto and
make more informed investment and trading decisions
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